POSITION: IELTS Examiner

DEPARTMENT: MOSAIC Employment and Language Services- MOSAIC engage
206-2555 Commercial Drive

POSITION FUNCTION:

We are looking for suitably qualified and experienced individuals to join our team of IELTS Speaking Examiners for our new IELTS Testing Centre in Surrey, working for MOSAIC engage. IELTS Examiners are responsible for conducting speaking tests to IELTS standards. MOSAIC will provide the necessary training. IELTS Examiners are responsible for conducting speaking tests to IELTS standards. Most speaking examining shifts are Saturday afternoons and evenings. Our mission is to provide fair tests in a friendly and progressive setting. We believe everyone should be treated with dignity and respect. Tests are open to everyone and scored without bias.

QUALIFICATIONS:

You will need:

- An undergraduate or Master’s degree or a qualification which can be demonstrated to be equivalent to an undergraduate or Master’s degree.

- A recognised qualification in Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL) or recognised equivalent as part of a recognised university award course.

- At least 3 years’ full time (or the equivalent part time) relevant TESOL teaching experience (minimum one year post-certificate level qualification). The majority of this teaching experience must relate to adult students (16 years and over).

- The required professional attributes and interpersonal skills.

- Understand the values and mission of MOSAIC.

Please send us an email to get the application form.
**HOURS:** On-call Contract/ Saturdays/ Training will be provided

**STARTING PAY:** $45 ($15 per interview)

**HIRING PROCESS:**
For more information on the Minimum Professional Requirements and an application form, please contact:
Email: mlevan@mosaicbc.org
Please reference “Your Name–IELTS Examiner” in the subject line of your application and submit via email (Word / PDF format)
You will receive an application package to fill out.

**DEADLINE:** Ongoing

**NOTE:** Only those selected for an interview will be contacted. No telephone calls please.

**Posting Date:** May 1st 2020

*MOSAIC is committed to promoting equal employment opportunities for all members of the community*